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Ichidou Isuke

Ichidou Isuke is a character played by Krisslanza.

Ichidou Isuke
Species & Gender: Female Lorrfolk

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Shoi
Current Placement: Kaiyō

Physical Description

BWH: 96(F)/64/102
HGT: 172cm (5' 6“)
BW: 64kg (141 lbs)

If one was to look Isuke from the top and work their way down, it is a toss up if the first striking feature
they would notice at top is either the eyepatch over her left eye, a trio of scars running down from
beneath it, or the start of her incredibly long and voluminous pink hair, a pair of black curved horns
sprouting from within. Before getting into the length of it, her hair is somewhat like a mane, framing her
sharp features nicely. The swept bangs of her hair tend to obscure the left side of her face, somewhat
blocking the eyepatch on that side. Her visible eye is a light brown hue. The eye underneath her
eyepatch is grey in color, a reminder of its original look - although despite the appearance, with her
enlistment in the Star Army, has had the damaged eye replaced, and is fully capable of seeing out of it
and through the eyepatch.

Moving down to take stock of her body in general, Isuke has a lean and fit body, while still managing to
support a generous and noticable bust despite her toned figure. If viewed in the nude, aside from getting
a good look at her toned upper torso, one would also take note of the variety of scars that run across her
tanned skin, the only blemishes upon it. With her small waist that flare into some wide hips and thighs,
her figure resembles that out of an hourglass.

Speaking of her thighs, her legs are just as toned and fit as her upper body. Scars also blemish her legs,
although there are less then on her upper body. Working down to her feet, her length of pink hair would
finally come to an end almost at her ankles.

Personality

Despite her rather rough appearance, Isuke is generally always ready to flash an easy smile. While not
the kind to always seek out others for social engagement, she is completely comfortable with socializing
with strangers or friends alike if the moment arrives. She can be rather blunt and straight forward, which
might come off as rather crude to some. Fitting that sort of nature, she is quick to let others know if a
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topic isn't something she'd wish to discuss.

It can be rather difficult to upset or anger her, with one generally needing to go out of their way to reach
that level. That being said, to someone who has ended up on her bad side, it can be difficult to repair that
sort of relationship as its typically only possible for people who she truly finds reprehensible.

Isuke is also a rather proud tomboy and something of a womanizer - she is always more then happy to
talk to a pretty face. Her sexual interests aren't strictly limited to beautiful women however, she can still
be attracted to men, but tends to find it hard to form romantic attachments to the male sex. She just
finds the romantic attachment to women to be fair more powerful a lure. Her tomboy nature doesn't
prevent her from enjoying most 'traditionally' feminine things, but she's more then happy to be 'one of
the boys' in a group of men if needed - this relaxed and comfortable nature even extends as far as mixed
bathing, with Isuke having next to no issue strolling into a “Men's Only” kind of situation. Not that she is
silly enough to try this randomly, and more a sort of trait exhibited around male friends.

History

Ichidou Isuke was born 22日 1月 20 in Hell on Yamatai (Planet).

Born in Hell, on the western part of Yamatai amongst the Lorrfolk, Isuke probably had a fairly
uninteresting life ahead of her, if not for an early streak of rebelliousness against the idea of just being a
housewife for a man. The young Lorrfolk girl was intensely curious about the world outside Hell, and liked
to venture above ground to see just what that world was like.

This growing curiosity ended up resulting in falling in with a group of On'nin Ikemen who found the girl
Lorrfolk a potentially unique and interesting attraction. Isuke was more then happy to embrace the
'underground' of the planet at large, finding enjoyment in the new and interesting experiences the group
exposed her to. It also allowed her to learn a lot about the emerging and growing Star Army of Yamatai,
planting the seed of interest in enlisting to see worlds beyond Yamatai.

As she matured, her work amongst the Ikemen shifted from underground brawls and Soap House work to
more 'prestigious' bodyguard details to individuals, her rough and tumble looks combined with her racial
rarity making her a bit of a standout whenever she was on the job. This line of work would eventually
cause a chance encounter with a prominent Xiulurian Senator, Sachiko. As Isuke was starting to express
her interest in leaving the Ikemen behind to see about enlisting in the Star Army, this chance encounter
gave her a valuable source of support to enable that goal.

It also meant a lot of crunch time to catch up on the minimal education she had missed out on growing
up. While she is immensely grateful to Sachiko for all her help, she often can't remember too much of
those years beyond a lot of tutoring and studying. Still, she was a dutiful student and with the senator's
recommendation was able to land herself in SAAMMS when the time to enlist came in YE 41.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills
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Social Connections

Ichidou Isuke is connected to:

Social Connections

Inventory & Finance

Ichidou Isuke has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Ichidou Isuke currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by Krisslanza on 10, 30 2023 at 18:45 using the Character Template Form.

In the case Krisslanza becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Ichidou Isuke
Character Owner Krisslanza
Character Status Active Player Character
Plots Kaiyō
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Kaiyō II
SAOY Entry Year YE 41
SAOY Entry Month 5
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 5
Orders Orders
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